
Tale 4Drunkard and PoliemenThis short tale is about the problem of a random walk in the pre-sene of traps. Imagine a drunkard wandering at random in a typialAmerian town. The latter is partiularly suitable for our purposes,beause its map is a retangular grid of streets and avenues. Let ourdrunkard, who is initially at a ross-roads, go one blok of length l intime � in a random diretion. At the next ross-roads he makes a newdeision and goes another blok. The poor fellow keeps wanderingaround the town until he meets one of the poliemen, who are distri-buted randomly with the density  and remain in the same plae. Thepolieman seizes the drunkard ending his random walk. The questionis: what is the probability that the drunkard will survive for a timet, after he has started his walk, assuming that t is muh larger, thanthe time he needs to go one blok (t� �) .The solution may be found without going into any details of Ameri-an town building, sine for large time intervals the relevant distanesare large as well. The probability wt(r) of �nding our drunkard at apoint r in a time t, if he starts from the origin, is given by the di�usionequation: [ ��t �Dr2 + U0Xi Æ(r� ri)℄wt(r) = Æ(r)Æ(t): (1)where D = 2l2=� is the di�usion oeÆient. The sum is taken overall poliemen. U0 is a onstant whih has the same dimensions as D.The term in U0 in Eq (1 ) is responsible for dereasing the probabilitywt(r) due to drunkard's enounters with the poliemen. (This is whyit is important that U0 is positive.) It is onvenient to use the Laplaetransform ws(r) = Z 10 wt(r)e�stdt (2)Then Eq (1) an be rewritten in the form[s�Dr2 + U(r)℄ws(r) = Æ(r); U(r) = U0Xi Æ(r� ri): (3)1



Equation (3) is similar to the time-independent Shroedinger equation,where -s plays the role of energy. If �n(r) is the eigenfuntion, whihorresponds to the eigenvalue En, thenws(r) =Xn �n(r)��n(0)s+ EnSine U > 0, all En � 0. As a result, all the poles of w(s; r) lie on thenegative half of the real axis. Using the inverse transform, we getwt(r) =Xn �n(r)��n(0)e�EntTo make the problem simpler, let us onsider an ensemble of drun-kards, who have started their walks at all ross-roads of the town, and�nd the total number of survivals to time t. This allows us to ignorethe r-dependene of w. As a result, we obtain, with exponential a-uray: wt /Xn e�Ent = Z 10 dEg(E)e�Et (4)where g(E) =Xn Æ(E �En)is the density of states. In the 2D ase and for U(r) = 0 the densityof states is g(E) = Z Æ(E �Dk2) d2k(2�)2 = 12�D�(E)If U(r) 6= 0, then g(E) looks like it is shown in Fig 1. In the mean�eld approximation the real density of states is replaed by a shiftedstep-funtion: g(E) = 12�D�(E �E0); E0 / U0; (5)whih leads to w(t) / e�E0t; E0 / U0:But this approximation is not good, beause, using it, we miss thetail of the density of states at very low energies. As we an see from2



Eq (4), it is this tail that determines the long time asymptote of theprobability wt.The low energy states are the bound states of our �titious Shroe-dinger equation aused by rare utuations of the random potential,like those shown in Fig.3. If the energy E is very small, these u-tuations of the random potential orrespond to U(r) = 0 in the innerarea of a irle of radius R and about U0 outside the irle. ForE � U0 the potential walls ould be onsidered in�nitely high. Thewave funtion of the ground state in suh a well is the zeroth orderBessel funtion J0(qE=Dr) that obeys the onditionJ0(vuutEDR) = 0:This ondition determines the minimal radius RE of the potentialutuation, whih has a bound state of energy E.RE = �1vuutED;where �1 = 2:4048 is the �rst root of the Bessel funtion J0(r).The probability P (RE) of suh a utuation is given by the Poissonformula P (RE) = exp[��R2E ℄;so, the density of states isg(E) / exp "���21 � DE # : (6)Using Eq (4) and Eq (6), we arrive at the following expression forthe probability wt / Z dEe�Et�E�E ; E� = ��21D: (7)This integral an be alulated by the method of steepest desent:0 = t� E�~E23



~E = vuutE�t ; ~Et+ E�~E = 2pE�tand, �nally, wt / exp[�2q��21Dt℄ (8)So, our drunkard will survive to time t if:1. he omes to an empty spae of size~L = q�1=2Lt; Lt � ~L� �1=2where Lt = pDt is the harateristi length of di�usion in timet, and �1=2 is the mean distane between the poliemen. So thedrunkard must be luky in the �rst plae;2. he does not leave this area.A better strategy would be, of ourse, not to drink at all.
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